CiF Lab Solutions Service Distribution

Product Data Sheet
Overhead Distribution

Wing®
 Wing Overhead Service Carriers are available in 24 and 28” 		
depths, 36, 48, 60 and 72” wide units that can be ganged
together to create longer runs (5” H).
 Units are suspended from Uni-strut which is laid out and installed
early in the construction schedule.
 Each section is pre-plumbed and pre-wired to the specified
configurations in support of the laboratory space…saving
valuable time and money.
 Internal piping and wiring is brought up to a stub-up connection
in umbilicals for field trades to make final connections.
 All electrical receptacles, quick disconnects and data jacks come
installed on the Overhead Service Carrier body.

Skycap®
 Skycap’s increased height (10” vs. 5”) allows for an increased 		
number of services; it is available 16” deep and in 36, 48, 60 and
72” wide units.
		All Overhead Service Carriers can accommodate various types
of power, data, gas, vacuum, air and in addition can house
options for lighting, recirculated water and localized exhaust 		
snorkels.
 All gas or plumbed hoses can be ordered for use with the quick
disconnects to support equipment and laboratory benches below.
 Umbilicals are sized for specific ceiling height needs and come
with removable umbilical covers; dust covers are also available.
Ceiling Service Tiles
 Tiles are available in painted metal and stainless steel.
 Tiles come in 1 x 2’, 2 x 2’ and 2 x 4’ standard sizes; custom sizes are available upon request.
 Tiles can be hung from standard ceiling grids and be supported for additional requirements
such as localized exhaust snorkel mounts.
 Tiles can accommodate power, plumbed services (quick disconnects) and data requirements…
all fixtures come mounted in place on the tile and final connections to be made by field trades.
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OTHER DISTRIBUTION SOLUTIONS

Service accomodations from above, below or from the side

iLAB® Dual Umbilicals
 Factory pre-plumbed and pre-wired…ready for final field
connections…reducing construction time and MEP costs.
 Virtually unlimited services and they can easily be added in the 		
field as required.
 Wood, painted metal, stainless steel or plastic laminate finishes
with “built in” appearance, but hinged panel access to all MEP
		services (see inset photo).
 The unique “dual umbilical” design accommodates flexible tables
and carts to be docked creating interchangeable “wet and dry”
configurations.
		

Service columns used in both flexible and fixed laboratory spaces
 There are versions that include center columns, sink chases and
pipe drop configurations to accommodate various elevation needs.
 Columns can house various power, data and plumbed services 		
(including cup sinks…see inset photo)
 Service feeds can come from above, below or from the side.
 The service modules normally are sequenced along with the fume
hoods and sink base cabinets during the installation schedule and
can be documented in the BIM requirements of a project.

Service Ledge
 Knee wall chase or core that tables and casework can be docked to.
 The ledge can house various power, data and plumbed services.
 Service feeds can come from below or from the side (accommodation for
feeds from above can be made with a pipe chase).
 Complete access to the ledge is provided through detachable panels.
 For a more robust core approach, see the CiF Lab Solutions Service Core
product offering (separate product data sheet)
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